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Welcome to the Spring 2014 issue of our GreEnewsletter.
You are receiving this either as a current customer, or someone industry related. We hope to share the latest news in a concise

manner to inform, educate and provoke thought in the world of "green".
This is a monthly e-newsletter and we will never give your contact information to anyone else. 

Please let us know of others you feel may benefit from this type of content.

Would you like to subscribe to our monthly newsletter?
Click here. If you have trouble viewing this email click here. PREVIOUS NEWSLETTERS

Like us on Facebook. You'll find great information and ideas in the
landscape and gardening world.

Be sure to visit us at www.plantscape.com

Jim Consoli, Chuck Croskey, Jenny Pleva and Kathy Proudfoot
represented Plantscape at Liberty Center downtown for Earth Day April
22. We demonstrated how indoor plants help clean the air. We showed
how the landscape industry is recycling their debris and how it is
converted into compost and mulch. The presentation was so informative
that Jenny was asked to give it again on the 23rd to Met Life in
Johnstown!

Click here to learn more
about the Power of Plants in
the workplace.

It's May already and last year's holiday season is long gone but hopefully not forgotten! Right now is a great time to think
about your holiday budget, what worked or didn't work last year and to discuss a plan moving forward perhaps with something new.
Our showroom is ready and appointments are just a phone call away!  Call 412-281-6352 to set up an appointment now, 
or email mlepionka@plantscape.com.  View our showroom online: www.plantscape.com/decorating.htm.

This new project took an existing and outdated planter and made
it vibrant and exciting. Due to size constraints and being up against
the wall, this planting used a combination of very realistic artificial
plants, live plants and exotic blooming plants to complete this look.

For more about our design team and services click here.

Now that spring is here, many gardeners can't wait to soak up the springtime sun and get their
hands dirty in the garden. Such excitement is not just good for gardeners, but can benefit the
garden in the months to come as well.
Early spring is a great time to get a head start on the gardening season. Even if gardening
season is still around the corner, completing the following projects can ensure your garden gets off
on the right foot.

1. Clear Debris
One of the best things you can do for your garden as winter winds down is to clear it of debris.
Winter can be especially harsh on a landscape, and gardens left to the elements are often filled
with debris once spring arrives. Dead leaves, fallen branches, rocks that surfaced during the
winter frost, and even garbage that might have blown about in winter winds can all pile up in a
garden over a typical winter. Clearing such debris likely won't take long, but it's a great first step
toward restoring the garden before the time comes to plant and grow the garden once again.

2. Examine the Soil
Ignoring the soil until a problem arises can turn the upcoming gardening season into a lost opportunity,
so test the soil to determine if it has any nutrient or mineral deficiencies. This may require the help of a
professional, but if a problem arises, you might be able to adjust the acidity or alkalinity of the soil and
still enjoy a successful gardening season.
Another way to examine the soil is less complex but can shed light on when would be a good time to get
back to work. Reach into the soil and dig out a handful. If the soil quickly crumbles, you can start
preparing for gardening seasoning. But if the soil is still clumped together, it needs more time to dry out
before you can begin your prep work.

3. Initiate Edging
Edging is another task gardeners can begin as they get ready for the season. Edge plant and flower
beds, but be sure to use a spade with a flat blade or an edger designed to edge flower beds. Such
tools will cut deep enough so grass roots that may eventually grow into the flower bed are severed.
Depending on how large a garden is, edging can be a time-consuming task, so getting a head start
allows you to spend more time planting and tending to their gardens once the season hits full
swing.

4. Fight Weeds
Though weeds likely have not survived the winter, that does not mean they won't return once the
weather starts to heat up. But as inevitable as weeds may seem, homeowners can take steps to
prevent them from turning beautiful gardens into battlegrounds where plants, flowers and vegetables
are pitted against unsightly and potentially harmful weeds. Spring is a good time to apply a pre-
emergent weed preventer, which can stop weeds before they grow. Though such solutions are not
always foolproof, they can drastically reduce the likelihood of weed growth.

From the Mason City Gazette. To read the full article, click here.
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